Agriculture in tlie World War Period
by A. B.

GENUNG

'

IN THE HISTORY of American agriculture the World War was a turning point. What happened to our agriculture during the war is
widely known in a general way. Here is a carefully documented
account that gives the story in more detail. It tells what the war did
to our grain production, and to cotton, tobacco, hogs, cattle, dairy
products, horses, sheep, poultry; what effect it had on prices, on the
gross income of agriculture, on land values, on costs of production,
and on the returns to farmers for their labor; and what its social effects
were on the farm population. Finally, the author points out that
"the alteration of the traditional financial and trade relationships
between this country and Europe, which in the normal course might
have spread itself over a span of two generations, was precipitated by
the war within half a dozen years. Suddenly and under great stress,
this country found itself compelled to reorient its entire farm economy."
The war was the prelude to a new world.
THE PERIOD from about 1897 down to the World War was perhaps
one of the best in our agricultural history. Duriiig that time commodity prices were slowly rishig. Fanning had emerged finally as a
comparatively stable business, with gradually advancing land values,
an improving physical plant, fairly tolerable conditions of tenure and
1 A. B. Ocnung is Senior Agricultural Economist, Division of Economic Information, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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debt, and a strengthened voice in national affairs. The major problems
of that pre-war period were considered to be problems of production.
The production of an exportable surplus was then a cornerstone of
our agricultural system. We were annually selling abroad something
like 150 to 200 million bushels of wheat, 8 to 9 million bales of cotton,
and well toward 1 billion pounds of pork, in addition to fairly large
quantities of tobacco and fruit. In fact the export of agricultural
products was the chief medium by which we met the service charges
on our foreign obligations, for we were still a debtor Nation.
Government agricultural policy in those years fostered education
and research calculated to make production more efficient. It had
given some impetus to cooperative marketing, cheaper transportation,
better credit facilities, and generally had helped to make a more
favorable place for agriculture in the national economy. The country
was committed to a protective tariff system throughout most of that
time.
It was during that relatively tranquil period that the exploitation of
virgin land resources had leveled off into a more intensive and conservative system, a system that involved also the adjustment of an
age-old craft to the new order of machines and commercialization.
THE WAR A NEW AND DOMINANT FORCE

Then came the World War.
Suddenly the productive industries felt the impact of a force wholly
new to that generation, a force so powerful that it could and did
dominate the economy of this country and of much of the world.
Almost overnight, as history is reckoned, production had to fit itself
to an altered pattern of trade and consumption. Instead of developing through long, quiet years of efficient farming, gaged to fit the needs
of a rapidly growing nation and a prospcirous world market, agriculture
had to be adapted to the pressures and the disruptions of war. Developments that normally would have been spread over generations were
packed into half a dozen years.
That was what the war did to our agriculture, as a first consequence.
It speeded it up, lifted it from its rational course of progress and
forced it to an unnatural exertion in response to an abnormal demand.
Under the stimulus of price and patriotism—finally of outright inflation—the farm business labored and expanded and provided the
sinews. Then, in the aftermath, it was left high and dry with its
output up and its prices down, its foreign market shrunken, its fixed
charges a heavy burden. But that is a later story.
NATIONAL PURPOSE TO INCREASE FOOD PRODUCTION

The war period, for present purposes, must be considered as including the years 1914 through about 1920-21. Although the Armistice
came in November 1918, the upward or expansion movement in agriculture did not culminate until 1920; some phases of it not until 1921.
National policies through that period were those inevitable in the
emergency. The one objective was to win the war. Since certain
foods, feeds, and fibers were vital, nearly all public action in regard to
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those things was calculated to increase the supply. Of course the
rising cost of living became an issue among city people after a time, and
the price policies of the Food Administration, for example, had to be
fixed with, due regard to that factor. But in the main the attitude
and aim of official effort was to stimulate production.
Abundant evidence of this attitude as translated into public policy
may be noted in the publications of the Committee on Public Information and the Food Administration, in the speeches of lawmakers,
and in the administration of the w^artime legislation.
A member of the Food Administration and of the War Trade Board
in the spring of 1918 expressed the official spirit of American participation thus:
Prior to our entrance into the war, the Allied peoples had suffered losses in
resources and in men of which o\ir people have no conception. No matter what
sacrifices and losses the future may V.)ring, it is not possible that our total rclinquishments at the end of the war, in proportion to our resources and population,
can equal those of the Allied peoples. ... It is from ovevy point of view the
imperative duty, and ought to be esteemed the privilege, of the American people
to assume our full share of the war burden. . . . Our (efforts nuist be to hold the
quantity of foodstuffs of the Allies to the highest point permitted by transportation facilities, and to make their diet in the qualitative sense as close to the
normal as possible (9).^

Within the Department of Agriculture this expansion policy found
expression in various ways, among them a rapid enlargi^mcnt of the
extension work which w^as then just beginning to make headway in
the States. This work was put on a national basis in 1914 by passage
of the Smith-Lever Act. The number of counties with agricultural
ag(^nts jumped from 928 in 1914 to 2,435 in 1918., and the total extension "staff from 2,601 in 1915 to 6,728 in 1918. The total appropriation for extension work rose from $3,597,235 in 1915 to $11,302,764
in 1918 and to nearly $17,000,000 in 1921. A special war-emergency
appropriation of nearly $3,000,000 was made for extension work in
August 1917. After the war, the number of counties with agents
dropped to 2,043 by 1921, though it increased steadily in after years.
Before the World W^ar the Allies—-the United Kingdom, France,
Belguim, and Italy—had leaned heavily on other countries for some
of tlunr indispensable food staples. The pre-war production of wheat,
corn, oats, barley, and rye by these nations totaled about 1)^ billion
bushels a year; but their annual consumption of tinsse cereals w^as
nearly 2|i billions.
In 1913 the Allies had imported 1)^ billion pounds of animal fats.
The dairy-fat supply normally came largely from Denmark, the
Neth(îrlands, Switzerland, Scandinavia, and Kussia, The war cut
off a considerable part of this supply by blockade or because of inability of the neutrals to get the feedstuffs wherewith to maintain
their dairy output. Similar diificiilties arose in respi^ct to supplies
of meat and sugar. In short the process of belt tightenhig began in
western Europe almost immediately, and the food situation presently
assumed a gravity equal to that of manpower and munitions.
Not only were Russia and the Baltic countries cut off, but the
destruction of Allied shipping by submarines and mines had made
the long haul from Australia and Argentina an unjustified risk as
2 Italic numbers in i)arenth(>stîs refer to Literature Cited, p. 295.
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comparocl with the haul from North America. In other words, it
w^as to Canada and above all to the United States that the Allies
looked, at first normally but in the end desperately, for wheat, meat,
and fats as well as large quantities of other foods and feedstuffs.
HostiUties began on July 28, 1914, with the Austrian declaration
of war upon Serbia. Russia entered the conflict on August 1, followed
2 days later by France, and on August 4 by England. The first shock
instantl}^ closed all the stock and commodity exchanges on this side
of the Atlantic, this step being taken to prevent tiie dumping of
foreign holdings here and general demoralization of our markets.
The effect on the agricultural markets was momentarily depressing.
Soon after the outbreak of the war, however, England and France
sent oflicial representatives to the United States to handle the buying
of supplies and began negotiating loans to supplement their balances
already existing here. It is interesting to note that the Federal Reserve Board, as a result of an inquiry made September 1, 1914, reported
American indebtedness to Europe maturing within the next few
months as about 500 million dollars. The eft'ect of the first war
buying on our international trade—in fact what proveed to be the
historic reversal of our position from a debtor to a creditor nation—
ro^gistered almost at once. The balance of trade had been running
against us since April, and in August it was still over 19 milKon
dollars against us. But in September the tide turned—the trade
balance that month was 15 million dollars in our favor. In December
1914 it had climbed to 132 million in our favor and was rapidly increasing. Thus the vital war needs began to apply their powerful
suction in American, markets.
In order to convey a useful picture of the effects of the wartime
demands upon om* farm enterprises it is necessary to sketch what
happened in certain individual lines of production. Not all lines were
stimulated ; some were depressed.
War is more harshly discriminating than peace. When peoples are
fighting for existence they toss overboard the niceties of diet and of
dress. The semiluxury foods—fresh fruits, certain vegetables, cream,
lamb, and so on—are mostly dispensed with. Nations reach imperatively for bread, heavy meats, fats, and sugar. And always wool is
needed for the soldiers.
WAR STIMULATION OF PRODUCTION
Wheat

Among our individual farm enterprises stimulated by the war, the
growing of wheat received the first and. by far the greatest impetus.
In the 10 years before the war this country had harvested annually an
average of about 48 million acres of wheat—about 30 million of winter
and 18 million of spring wheat. The United States had been a wheat
exporter ever since the founding of the country. The acreage and
yield had increased steadily from the Civil War until about 1900.
From that year to the outbreak of the World War, however, wheat
acreage had shown some tendency to decline. Our exports of wheat
likewise had dropped off considerably in the decade preceding the war.
Nevertheless, we were, at the time the war broke out, one of the four
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chief wheat-exporting countries. Russia had been exporting about
165 miUion bushels a year, the United States some 1.07 milhon, Canada 94 miUion, and Argentina S5 million. Western Europe was and
had been the great import market.
The war very soon CIOSíKI the Dardenelles and bottled up the Riissian
wheat. It was this sudden choking off of the Russian supply that
txn'ned British eyes westward in an urgent search for more bread grain.
So the bidding for wheat began in American markets. By early
1915 the Chicago price liad advanced more than 60 cents a bushel
from the season^s low point. Farmers were getting about $1.25 a
bushel at interior markets. By May 1, 1915, wheat was bringing
$1.40 a bushel.
The Economist, a London weekly, on eTanuary 9, 1915, tersely
explained the rising prices to the British public as follows {Î, p. 49) :
Not only arc we at war, but Russia, our chief source of supply, is at war, and is
unable, owing to the blockade of the lilack Sea and the Baltic, to export her
wheat crop—which, by the way, is not a good one. Then the Argentine liarvest
is reported to be suffering from bad weather. Two other big exporters are
Australia and India. The wheat crop of the first has failed through drouglit, and
the supplies from India are not overabundant, if we may judge from the fact that
the Indian Government has, rightly or wrongly, put a restriction on exports.

By early 1915 the United States was exporting about 55 million
dollars' worth of wheat a month—it was the export of wheat and to
some extent of cotton that had turned the balance of trade so overwhelmingly in our favor. The wheat territory was responding to the
pressure of war.
The area of wheat sown in the fall of 1914 was increased about 5
million acres and that in the spring of 1915 nearly 2 million acres over
the previous sowings. More than 60 million acres WQTC harvested,
and the yield per acre was a record. The upshot was that 1915 was
the year of our famous billion-bushel wheat crop—the largest ever
grown before or since.
This huge crop, in a good year for wheat all over the world, brought
a slump in price down to about the pre-war level, and the price remained low that winter and the following spring. Some 243 million
bushels were exported from that crop.
Following the record crop and falling prices of the previous season,
the acreage harvested in 1916 was reduced to 52 million and the crop
to 636 million bushels, partly by a bad epidemic of black stem rust.
The price advanced sharply that fall; growers could get $1.50 or more
for good wheat. And by the spring of 1917 the price had soared to
over $2.40 and farmers had swept their bins clean. Wluiat now was
valuable property. Incidentally, there was no httle concern in the
cities, by that time, about the high cost of flour and various other foods,
a fact which had some effect presently in the creation of the Food
Administration.
In the spring of 1917 the United States entered the war, and with its
entry public policy was crystallized more definitely with respect to
food suppHes. The Food and Fuel Control Act of August 10, 1917,
was one of the most drastic economic measures ev(T enacted into law
in this country, up to that time. Briefly, it gave the President power
to control the entire food supply, through provisions for licensing all
handlers of food, fixing prices, punishing hoarding or the limiting of
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production, regulating trade practices, requisitioning supplies, operating manufacturing plants, railroads, etc., and the buying, selling, and
storage of certain specifi(Ml foodstuffs.
The Food Control Act guaranteed a minimum price of $2 a bushel
for the wheat crop of 1918. Then on August 30 the President fixed a
minimum price for the 1917 crop of $2.20 for No. 1 Northern at
Cliicago, with differentials for other grades and markets. Through
the operations of the United States Grain Corporation this became the
basic price for wheat. Them, also, to the incentive of price was added
the urgent plea of patriotism. Food would win the war! Every form
of educational propaganda that could be devised was employed to stimulate wheat acreage. But 1917 was a poor growing season; only
45 million acres were harvested. The crop was virtually the same
size as the small one of the previous season- 637 million bushels.
Then came the pinch in Europe.
The most strenuous efforts had to be made during the winter and spring of
1917-18 to keep the Allied armies and civilians supplied with breadstuffs. No one
will ever know the strain under which our own and Allied oiTicials labored when,
with practically a crop failure in this country, stocks of bread grains abroad fell
below the danger point and the shortage and*^ uncertainty of shipping rendered it
doubtful if they could be replenished in time. February to April 1918, marked
the crisis in the bread supply of the Allied nations. Conservation by the American
people and close cooperation between officials made it possible to pass this turningpoint which, otherwise, might have clianged the history of the war (8).

Out of that small 1917 crop 133 million bushels were exported.
By an Executive order on June 21, 1918, the price of wheat was
raised to $2.26 for No. 1 Northern spring and its equivalents at
Chicago.
WHEAT HARVESTED
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Figure 1.—Most of the increase in wheat acreage shown here between the 2 census years
1909 and 1919 occurred during the World War period. The heaviest increases in
wheat acreage were in Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma, but there were substantial
Increases also throughout the Corn Belt and in the spring wheat region.
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The 1918 crop was a boimtifnl one. The harvested acreage had
been stepped up to 59 milHoiis, the crop totaled 921 milhon bushels,
and from it 287 million bushels were exported. Most growers n^alized
about $2 a bushel or slightly more.
By 1919 the war was over, but several countries were still calling
urgently for wheat. The guaranteed price was still in effect when
wheat was sown that year. From a record acreage, our farmers
harvested a crop of 952 milhon bushels and sold it at $2 to $2.25 a
bushel. Nearly 220 million bushels were e^xported.
To sum up the story of wheat expansion, the acreage rose from an
average of 47 million for the period 1909-13 to 74 milliou in 1919. and
the crop from 690 million bushels to 952 million. This was an increase of more than half in acreage and of 38 perci^t in production
during the World War period (fig. 1). Of the 27-milhon-acre increase,
nearly 22 million was winter wheat.
The expansion in wheat acreage was accomplished chiefly at the
expense of other small grains, flaxseed, and corn and by plowing up
grassland in the West.
The Secretary of Agriculture reported the situation as follows {IJf) :
In the Corn Belt wheat increased 7 million acres and displaced 3 million acres
of corn.
INCREASE AND DECREASE IN ACREAGES OF IMPORTANT CROPS IN THE
CORN BELT, 1909-13—1923.
ACRES
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Figure 2.—The acreage of wheat decreased following the bumper crop and low prices in
191 5. With the advance in prices in 191 7, however, the acreage rose sharply. Acreage
of the important crops of the Corn Belt, taken as a whole, increased somewhat over 4
million acres during the war period.
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The largest addition to the winter wheat area was made in the Great Plains
States of Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, and Texas. By 1919 the
wheat acreage in these States had been expanded by over 13,450,000 acres. Corn
w^as reduced 8,275,000 acres and l)ettcr than 41 million acres of meadow and wild
pasture land were plowed up and planted to crops.
The States of Minnesota, Xorth Dakota, South Dakota, and Montana accounted for about 4,150,000 acres of the increase in spring wheat during the war.
These States as a group at the same time materially enlarged their rye, corn, oats,
and tame hay production and made important reductions only in the case of barley
and flax, 'i'his crop expansion was brought about by plowing up some pastures
and meadows in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, but more especially
wild pasture lands in the scmiarid sections of the western part of the Dakotas
and in Montana.
The wheat area in the Pacific Northwest was enlarged to the extent of 1,250,000
acres, in considerable measure by decreasing the amount of summer fallow and };y
plowing up wild pasture lands, and only slightly through the replacement of other
crops. Here again a substantial part of the additional acreage sown to wheat was
semiarid land.

Such, in brief, was the wartime story of wheat. It was in the
production of this crop probably more than any other that the greatest
departures from the pre-war ^^norma?' occurred. In turn, it was
wheat that experienced some of the most acute difficulties in the realinement of supply and markets that grew out of the war (fig. 2).
Other Grains

Rye, our minor bread grain, also underwent considerable expansion
during the war period. The acreage, production, and price all were
doubled. From the large crop of 83 million bushels in 1918 some 36
million, were exported, and the average price to farmers that season
was about $1.50 a bushel.
Corn is, of course, the great American feed grain, especially for
hogs. The need of Europe for our corn must be translated mto its
demand for pork. We do not ordinarily export much corn as grain,
Tior did we during the war.
It was not until the fall of 1916 that the war really made itself felt
in the corn market. That fall, corn prices started upward and kept
on going until by midsinnmer of 1917 com was worth more than
$1.75 a bushel at the farm. The price of corn w^as not ñxed by the
Government as was that of wheat, but corn was, of course, directly
influenced by the policy on hogs. The short crop and small supply
of corn in 1916 and the short crop of wheat that year were the chief
causes underlying the rise in corn prices. The shortage of wheat and
a serious shortage of Argcnthie corn stimulated the demand for our
corn meal. Out of the small corn crop of that year we managed to
feed our hogs and to export some 59 million bushels, more than had
been sent abroad in any year of the previous decade.
It cannot be said that the war induced any real expansion in our
corn-growing enterprise. The acreage of harvested corn varied from
a low of 98 million in 1914 to a high of 111 million in 1917, during the
war period. But except for that one year -1917—the acreage remained comparatively stable at about 100 million through the period.
The total acreage of gniiu (corn, oats, wheat, barley, rye, buckwheat, and rice) in the United States increased, from approximately
203 million in 1914 to 227 million in 1919, or about 12 percent. Total
production, of those grains, however, increased less than 5 percent,
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and the output per capita, of the population did not change significantly over the war period as a whole. After 1919 the acreage
gradually dropped on'.
Cotton and Tobacco

Although cotton is our greatest coinniercial and export crop, its
production was not stimulated by actual war demand as was the
production of wheat and pork.
It happened that the 1914 crop of cotton was the largest ever
grown in this country up to that time—16 million bales. The outbreak of the war closed American cotton exchanges and demoralized
the trade for a time. When the New York Cotton Exchange was
reopened in mid-November the price had dropped 5^ cents a pound
below late-July prices - that is, it had been cut nearly in half. Exports that autumn fell away to less than a fourth of those in the same
months the year before. The South was filled with gloom, and many
relief plans were set afoot—among them the ^^buy-a-bale^' campaign.
Later on, in 1915, oversea trade picked up again, though of course
the important German market was cut off. But the over-all effect of
the war was to reduce world consumption of American cotton about
12 percent, on ai] average, below such consumption in the 3 years
preceding the war, even though consumption in this country increased
somewhat.'^
In no other year during the war did the acreage of cotton again
match the 36-million-acre figure of 1914. Whereas in the 5 years
before the war our cotton exports averaged about 8}^ million bales,
exports during the war period averaged only a little over 6 million
bales, or less than three-fourths as much.
Along toward 1917, how^ever, the eflects of industrial activity here,
plus inflation and general rise in commodity prices, began to boost
the price of cotton, together w4th those of other things, and for 3
years growers averaged more than 25 cents a pound for tlieir cotton,
the 1919 season's average price being 35 cents a pound. That was
the year of the South's famous 2-billion-dollar cotton crop—never
equaled before or since.
The stimulation to cotton prices thus came largel}^ at the end of the
war aTid more as a result of domestic business activity, general inflation, and moderately small crops than from actnal war demand.
This development w^as one of the most interestiTig of a great war
in relation to our main farm enterprises and one somewhat counter
to the expectations of commentators voiced at the time the clouds
were gathering in 1914. Indispensable as our cotton was, it did not
take rank with the foodstufl's in the needs and demands of the Allies
supplied by the United States.
The acreage and production of tobacco increased gradually during
the war, although exports fell off. It was not until toward the close
of the war that tobacco exports, prices, and production all soared to
comparatively high levels. The expansion of acreage was from 1%
million in 1914 to nearly 2 million in 1920.
One of the war outgrowths w^as a considerable rise in the consump3 CoopEK, MAURICE R. SOME
15 pp. 1937. [Mimeographed.]

EFFECTS OF THE WOULD WAK ON COTTON.

U. S.

Bur. Agr. Ecoii. [Rpt.]
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tion of smoking tobacco, particularly cigarettes. This is usually an
incident of boom times, however induced, but soldiers are especially
heavy smokers. The effect on tobacco prices was to raise them, more
than three times above the 10-cents-a-pound average that farmers
were receiving before the war.
Livestock and Livestock Products

Among the livestock industries, hog production was the one naturally
destined to feel the greatest stimulus from the war. The united
States always had been a pork and lard exporter—in fact the leading
exporting country for many years. During pre-war years we had been
accustomed to ship abroad about 12 percent of our yearly production
of pork and lard. The war ultimately doubled that percentage.
Thus, hog production, like wheat, already was sensitively geared to a
foreign market, especially the British market. Two figures will
suffice to indicate the call which that market made on our swine industry. In the 5 pre-war years our exports of pork and lard to the United
Kingdom averaged about 450 million pounds; by 1918 we were shipping
there over 1 billion pounds a year.
Hog productioTi and prices usually follow a rather well defined cycle.
When the war broke out in 1914 production was down, and prices WQTO
about $8 a hundred weight at the farms. It was not until 1916, however, that hog prices biigaii their real rise. The average farm price
began that yc^ar at $6.32, ended it at $8.76, a.nd kept on going up. Still
the number of hogs in the country was not large enough to satisfy
the food authorities.
The Food A(hninistration did not have capital enough to attempt
any stabilization of the hog or pork market through commercial
operations, as the Grain Corporation had done in wheat. What it
did, therefore, was to set up a price yardstick and then maintain it by
using the weight of Allied, Belgian Relief, Red Cross, and Army
purchases and by control of the packers and of exports.
The objects which it was desired to obtain by the Food Administration poHcy
toward hogs were: (1) To increase the number of hogs in the country; (2) to increase the export of pork products to the Allies; (3) to stabiMze prices so that
producers could be assured of a reasonable return for their efforts; (4) to control
the margin of profits to packers and distributors in order to protect consumers
(5, p. 53).

After considering numerous recommendations of farmers' organizations and others relative to prices and to the corn-hog ratio, the Food
Administration in November 1917 decidc^d to put a peg under the
price at about $15.50 for average droves of hogs.
The first step is to stop the sudden break in pricevS paid for hogs at the central
markets. Those prices must become stable so that the farmer knows where he
stands, and will feel justified in increasing hogs for next winter. The prices so
far as we can affect them will not go below a minimum of about $15.50 per hundredweight for the average of the packers' droves on the Chicago market until further
notice. . . .
As to the hogs farrowed next spring, we will try to stabilize the price so that the
farmer can count on getting, for each 100 pounds of hogs ready for market, 13
times the average cost per bushel of the corn fed into the hogs.^

The price averaged about $15 through the fall of 1917, and after
* statement issued by the Meat Division oí the U. S. Food Administration November 3, 1917.
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FARM PRICES OF WHEAT, CORN, OATS, BARLEY, CATTLE, SHEEP, AND
HOGS, 1914-23.
PER CENT
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Figure 3.—Cattle prices did not rise
Hog prices, however, reached levels
latter years. Wheat was the market
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so high as feed-grain prices during the World War,
where the feeding of hogs was profitable during the
leader and more or less set the pace for other grain
during the war period.

the Food Admin is tratioTi notice it did not go below the pegged figure.
It went as high as $17.50 in September 1918 and to over $19 in the
summer of 1919. Thereafter it slumped heavily until by 1921 the
swine industry was among the first to encounter severe depression.
The response to these wartime prices and urgings was a considerable increase in pig production. From 53 million head of swine on
farms at the beginning of 1914, the number jumped to nearly 57
million a year later; then, except for a recession during 1916, when
there was a short corn crop, continued upward until it reached 64
million at the beginning of 1919.
Of all the livestock classes, hogs attained the highest wartime
prices. Throughout the war hog prices w(^re substantially higher than
those of cattle, and during 1918 and 1919 they were higher than those
of lambs most of the time. The same high prices that encouraged
production also operated to reduce the consumption per capita of
pork and lard in this country—a combination of circumstances which
made possible the heavy exports to the Allies.
Prices received by farmers for beef cattle advanced from an average
of $6.24 in 1914 to $9.56 in 1919; good beef-steer prices at Chicago
nearly doubled, reaching $17.50 in 1919 (fig. 3).
The war raised our exports of beef from 150 million pounds in 1914
to 954 million in 1918. Our exports ordinarily were small US compared
with those of Argentina, and the wartime increase here resulted from
the shortage of shipping and the consequent difficulties in making the
long haul from South America and Australia to Europe.
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In contrast to the decrease in domestic consumption of pork, our
own consumption of beef per capita increased daring the war.
The nmnber of cattle other than milk cows on United States farms
increased from about 40 million at the beginning of 1914 to a peak of
51 million at the beginning of 1918. The production of beef and veal
increased somewhat less than 2 billion pounds between 1914 and 1918,
amounting to about 8.5 billion in the latter year.
The dairy industry felt the direct war demand chiefly in the concentrated milks and to a lesser extent in cheese.
Prices of dairy products rose, along with everything else, through
1917-18 and in the latter year averaged about 70 percent above prewar averages. The farm price of butter advanced from 25 cents in 1914
to 54 cents in 1920. But milk and butterfat prices did not keep pace
with those of feed grains. The result of this was apparent in a lessened output of butter during the last 2 years of the war.
Exports of butter increased from 4% million pounds, the 1910-14
average, to 34 million in 1919, though even, the latter was small (2
percent) as compared with our total output of butter. But the export
of concentrated milks rose from 17)^ million pounds before the w^ar to
853 million in 1919, which was nearly half the total amount maiuifactured. Cheese exports rose from 1 to 12 percent of production.
The total milk equivalent of our dairy exports rose from 180 million
pounds pre-war to 2,744 million in 1919. Domestic consumption was
larger during the war than before.
The effect of the war stimulus on the dairy industry was to raise the
number of milk cows on farms, between 1914 and 1919, from 19.8
million to 21.5 million and the total production of butter, cheese, and
concentrated milks from 42 billion to somewhat over 45 billion pounds,
milk equivalent.
One other class of livestock—horses—felt in rather mild form the
pull of war needs, though with curiously little stimulus to production.
Horses were among the first things the British and French agents
started buying in this country. We exported nearly V/Í million horses
and mules during the war period at an average export price of well
over $200 a head. A large part of these were second-rate and surplus
stock. City stables and western ranges alike were culled for passable
animals heavy enough to haul guns and supply wagons. But there was
no real stimulus to colt raising. The farm price of horses remained
virtually unchanged and at a relatively low level.
The number of sheep in the country showed no expansion—in fact it
declined somewhat during the war, although prices more than doubled.
The poultry industry was depressed rather than helped by wartime
conditions, especially by the high grain prices. Although poultrymen
were able to sell their eggs and fowls to a good domestic market most
of the time, this was not one of the enterprises that felt the stimulus of
European buying. On the contrary, from the first it encountered
direct European competition for its raw materials of production—the
grahis, including wheat.
Summary of Wartime Expansion

Summing up the main items of wartime expansion in United States
agriculture, we note:
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The acreage of grains increased from 203 million to 227 million, or
about 12 percent, and production from 253 billion pounds to 292
billion, although production varied with weather more than with
acreage and the per capita output did not increase significantly.
The number of animal units, including poultry, on farms increased
from 121 million to 140 million, or about 16 percent. (An ''animal
unit'' as here used is the equivalent of a horse or cow in terms of feed
consumption.)
The production of all meat rose from 14.1 billion pounds to 17.3
billion, or about 23 percent.
The total area of land in crops increased by about 40 million acres,
or roughly 13 percent. For a year or two after the war our agricultural
exports accounted for the products from over 80 million acres.
The Congressional Joint Commission of Agricultural Iiiquiry,
making a comparison of crop values in terms of 1909 prices, concluded
that of the total increase in value of crops between the CCTISUS j^ears
1909 and 1919, about 10.5 percent had been due to the larger quantity
produced (11, p. 42).
INFLATION AND THE RISE IN PRICES

The greatest effort in production, as has already been indicated,
was made after 1916. In the latter years of the war period, the
financial and economic policies of all the Allied Governments reflected
more and more the urgencies of the struggle. The financial policies
had a direct bearing upon commodity prices and through them upon
the agricultural situation. A long and costly war usually is financed
by resort to inflation. The great European powers were driven to
abandon gold during the World War, and virtually all currencies or
credit structures were violently inflated, with a resulting general rise
in all commodity prices.
Had the war ended in 1917, say, and without American participation, the agricultural story would have been quite difl'erent. It was
this final inflationary episode, which got under way in 1917 and culminated in 1920, that keyed up our farm business so that it was
vulnerable to the shock of deflation after the war.
There is an important distinction between prices that actually were
high in that they were above the general price level and those that
were merely higher than before the war. The fact that a price had
advanced over the pre-war average was not so significant; but when
it rose above the general price level, the effect in most cases was to
stimulate production.
Prices of farm products rose until ultimately they were more than
double the pre-war figures. As a group they lagged somewhat during
the first 2 years of the war; then they were somewhat above prices of
all commodities until the end of 1919, after which they followed the
all-commodities price curve up to the peak in May 1920. On the
downturn they fell earlier and faster than did commodities in general
(fig. 4). Farm products as a whole had a moderately favorable unit
exchange value, in terms of non agricultural commodities, during the
latter years of the war period.
Of course it is impossible by such curves as those in figure 4 to
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FARM PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS AND WHOLESALE PRICES
OF ALL COMMODITIES, INDEX NUMBERS, 1914-21

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

Fisure 4.—Unit prices of farm products were at a slight disadvantage during the early
years of the war period but moved up to a position of some advantage in relation to
prices of all commodities during the latter years. They were among the first to fall after
the peak reached in May 1920.

depict accuTately the position of farmers in general. Some farmers
were prosperous during the war, and some were not. Some products
such as wool, cottonseed, wheat, tobacco, hogs, and beans rose to
really ''high" prices; and some, as horses, cattle, hay, onions, apples,
eggs, and butter, stayed rehitively ''low." What must not be forgotten, however, is that the whole price level was much higher than
before the war. Even prices that were below the general level in
1919 were, nevertheless, mostly far higher than prices of the same
products before the war.
THE AGRICULTURAL BALANCE SHEET

The gross income from agricultural production in 1914 was approximately 7 billion dollars. The following year it increased only slightly,
about a third of a billion. In 1916 it'was estimated at 8.9 billion,
hi 1917 at 12.8 billion, in 1918 at 15.1 billion, and in 1919, the peak,
at just short of 17 billion dollars. In 1920 the reaction set in, and
gross income dropped to 13.5 billion dollars. With various ups and
downs it declined finally to a low of somewhat over 5 billion dollars
in 1932.
While income increased almost 150 percent, the current value of
agricultural capital increased less than 65 percent, or from 47.8
bilhon dollars in 1914 to a high of 78.4 billion in 1920. Much has
been said of the rise of land values in certain areas, notably in Iowa.
A good clue to the relationship between land values and returns there
may be seen in the figures on rented land. Taking that State as a
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whole, the average value of an acre of land rented for cash just about
doubled between 1914 and 1920. The gross cash rent per acre nearly
doubled. Taxes and upkeep doubled. The net rent increased about
57 percent (7, p. 18).
For the United States as a whole the average value per acre of farm
real estate rose 70 percent between 1913 and the beginning of 1920.
The latter represented the high point of the wartime period. Between
1916 and 1920 the rise was 60 percent. The average value of plowlands in the country rose from $58 an acre in 1916 to $90 an acre in
1920, or 55 percent.
It is perfectly true that agriculture experienced a substantial expansion of income and capital values. This is always the probable
consequence of a marked rise in cominodity })rices—and prices during
the World War climbed to heights not reached since the end of the
Napoleonic Wars.
While gross income was rising, however, something was happening
also on the expense side. The farmer^s costs of production were
mounting too. The wages of his hired help, prices of fertilizer, farm
implements, and building and fencing materials, such charges as
those for cotton ginning and for freight, and the omnipresent taxes
and interest, all were treading closely on the heels of income.
The best estimates so far made indicate that the bill for Ihred help
on farms, including board, rose Irom about 700 million dollars in 1914
to over 1,600 million doUars in 1920 {IS, p, 484).
During the same interval the expenditure for fertilizer increased
from 188 million doUars to 350 million; that for farm implements,
including autos, trucks, tractor's, and the cost of operation of the
latter, from 328 miUion dollars to 1,150 million; that for cotton
ginning, 56 million to 91 million. A good illustration of the twoedged character of the war piices is the case of feeds. Growers of
grain, llax, cottonseed, and the like got high prices, but the livestock
men had to pay proportionately for their feeds. The total feed bill
rose from 431 ndllion dollars in 1914 to 1,097 million in 1919.
The tax bill is always a first charge against the land. Taxes and
interest are the two fixed charges that loom large in farmers^ calculations even íTI the best of times. They have to be paid within certaiii
time limits and in cash. The relation of commodity prices to those
fixed charges—that is, the quantity of his produce required to pay
them—is a vital matter to the farmer. The mounting weight of
these charges during the war was significant, especially because of
the situation after the war, when prices crashed and the swollen
taxes and interest remained as huge burdens.
The tax bill on farm real estate alone increased from 222 million
dollars in 1914 to 510 million in 1921—and went considerably above
that figure within a few years {18, p. 4^4)The National Industrial Conference Board estimated that the total
tax bill paid by farmers—624 million dollars in 1913—had risen to
1,497 million in 1921 {6, p. 29).
Interest on farm mortgages was estimated as requiring the pavment
of 240 million dollars in 1914 and 545 million by 1921 {18, p. 434).
By 1921 freight rates stood at 211 ])in'cen.t of the 1914 figures in the
Northeast, 169 in the West, and 156 percent in the far West {2).
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Tiie general situation was that while prices and gross income
received by farmers somewhat more than doubled during the wartime
periodj their main items of production cost also doubled. In addition to this, farm families, like everyone else, bad to pay their share
of the increased cost of living.
The results of accounts kept on farms continuously through the
war period, in different parts of the country, showed average net
incomes increasing, but there were many farms in both the East and
the West that failed to make current wages for the labor of the men
who operated them.
For example, the average labor income, that is, the net income after
deducting expenses and 5 percent interest on capital, reported on a
group of 60 dairy farms in. Wisconsin for the years 1913-17 was $408
per farm. For the high year 1917 it was $1,075 (10).
The average labor income on 33 New York dairy and general farms,
covering the years 1914-20, was $1,241 a year. It was $453 in 1914,
increased to $1,962 in 1917, and to a peak of $2,111 in 1919. It
slumped in 1920, and in 1921 the farms showed a loss of $32 per farm.^
The average labor income on 10(^ Com Belt farms in Indiana for
the years 1914-19 was $743. In the peak year 1918 it was $1,421

U, p. 7).

The average labor income on a group of about 50 farms in the hill
country of southeastern Ohio for the years 1914-19, was $381. The
top year was 1919, when, the income was $784 {3, p. 29; 12, p, 1305).
Data prepared by W. I. King for the Congressional Joint Commission {11, p. 56), showed that from 1914 to 1918 the average annual
earnings of the workers in agriculture increased from $321 to $590,
those of persons engaged in mining from $650 to $1,280 per worker,
those of persons in factories from $617 to $1,147 per worker, those of
workers on railways from $723 to $1,394 per woi'ker, and those of
persons in all industries from $674 to $1,094 per worker.
From this it appears that the distribution of such economic rewards
as were accountable to the war had not unduly favored the farmer.
The farmers of the World War period had about three really profitable
years, 1917-19. But neither their prices nor their profits were high
as compared with those of the industrial community. They were sufficient to induce some expansion of plant and output, but it was inevitably an uneven, faulty expansion which threw out of gear no little
of the favorable adjustment that had been achieved before the war.
Moreover, any distortion of the settled pattern of production is more
difficult to deal with in agriculture than in urban industry, because
agriculture is a biological industry with a slow turn-over. It takes
at least a year and usually several years to make adjustments in
cropping systems and in herds and flocks.
CERTAIN SOCIAL EFFECTS OF THE WAR

It was not to be supposed that an economic disturbance as great as
that occasioned by the war would fail to register its effects also in
5 HARRIOTT, J. F., CUTJIKKUANK, L. E., and GAUSS, JOHN, HESILTS OF FARM COST ACCOUNTS, 1932. N. Y.
Agr. Col. (Cornell), ücpt. Agr. Econ. and Farm Manaeeitierit Upt., 50 pp. 1933. [Mimeographed.]
See p. 5.
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social changes. As the tension heightened in 1917, as the leaven of
rising prices and wages workec] within the farm business, many
symptoms revealed themselves. Thousands of farmers near towns were
persuaded to take factory jobs and leave their land to be worked by
neighbors or by part-time effort. Many sons and even daughters did
likewise. In many country schools sessions were shortened through
the winter, and older children were calh^d upon to help more than
normally with farm work.
Then came the exodus of young men to enter the Army—a profoundly disturbing experience that required a readjustment of family
labor to fill the gaps on hundreds of thousands of farms and in innumerable country activities. A generally unsettled state of mind
permeated many communities and was reflected in considerable
changing about by tenants and a wholesale movement of hired workers toward the highly paid factory jobs.
The extent to which the war unsettled the social equilibrium is
revealed rather strikingly in the movement of population. Farm
population just before the war had been about 32.3 million. A peak
w^as reached probably in 1916, when about 32.5 million people lived
on farms. But after that the number of farm people declined rapidly.
As mentioned, the high wages in th(> cities drew large numbers of men
away from the farms, especially in the Eastern, Central, and Southern
States. An example is to be found in the movement of Negroes from
southern farms to northern cities. Between 1910 and 1920 the census
indicates that such migration included over 300,000 Negroes. Detroit
showed an increase in Negro population of 611 percent; Cleveland, of
308 percent; Chicago, of 148 percent (5, ^p. 34).
Estimates made in the Bureau of Agricultural Economics indicate
that about 1,100,000 men left the farms to join the armed forces; this
was about one-fourth of the total numb(T of men entiu'ing the military
service of the United States during the war. Here, incleed, w^as the
fidl impact of war making itself felt not only in (economic but in
striking social consequences.
By the beginning of 1919 the farm population had been reduced to
30.9 million by the migration to cities and to war.
Although the annual figures on w^artime migration of population
away from the farms are admittedly rather uTicertain estimates, the
most recent studies suggest that this net migration rose from about
400,000 in 1914 to a peak of about 1,350,000 in 1918; it had been
almost as large in 1917 and was still large in 1919.^ The 1918 figure
includi^s over 500,000 men who left farms to join the armed forces,
this being the net military migration after allowing for soldiers who
returne(1 to farms dinging that year.
With the demobilization of the Army the sequence of these social
influences was reversed, a process that was heightened within a year
or two by the industrial slump. It was the sudden reentran ce iiito
farm life of hundreds of thousands of young men, of the age to be
marrying and wanting farms of their own, that undoubtedly aggravated the misery of the deflation period a little later. Thousands of
G GROVE, EKNEST W. FARM POPULATION, NONFARM POPULATION, AND NUMBER OF FARMS IN TUE UNITED
STATES, 191(K?9 (PRELIMINARY). 39 pp., illus. In ü. S. Bureau of Agricultural Ecdiiomics in cooporation
with the Aíírieultural Adjustment Adiniriistralion and the Bureau of Homo economics, Fncomo Parity
for Agriculture, pt. 5, Population, Farms, and Farmers, sec. 1. 1939. [Multilithod.] See p. 27.
223701°—40
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farms wore bought by those young raen, who went heavily in debt for
property acquired at Just about peak prices. Their misfortune was
that they had arrived at maturity just in time to be caught in the
disastrous web of circumstances spun by the war.
POLICIES AT THE CLOSE OF THE WAR

Governmental policies, not only in this country but in Europe,
unquestionably played a large part in shaping the inflated situation
that existed for about a. year and half after the Armistice. All governments were luider the necessity of raising huge loans for end-of-thewar and reconstruction financing. Huge credits were granted by the
United States Government and banks to Europe. Frantic bidding
went on for all kinds of materials, and it seemed in 1919 that the
world never woidd catch up with the accumulated shortages.
The food ministeries of European countries bought even more wildly than did
individual consumers. They bought such largo quantities of many foods that
they were unable to get rid of their hoards until the fall of 1921, In the summer
of 1921 England dumped the last of her bacon on the German market. In
September she still had on hand 80 million pounds of butter. In the winter of
1921, when sugar was practically uTisalable íTI this country, Italy was still rationing sugar in order to get rid of her war-time hoards (Iß).

The building-up of the financial structure, in this country, into a
towering pyramid of credit is described at length in the report of the
Congressional Joint Commission of Agricultural Inquiry (11).
To the final halt called upon this process, ttie contraction of credit,
the ComTnission ascribed primary responsibility for the crash of commodity prices and all the subsequent phenomena of acute depression.
In the United States every industry and every class of people were involved in
the avalanche of descending prices. The turn in the tide from optimism, expansion, speculation, and extravagance to the reaction of déflation and depression
occurred in the middle of 1920 and at about the time w^hen the grain crop of the
United States was beginning to go on the market. The prices of livestock and
livestock products had already begun to decline, and these facts together, coupled
wMth a failing export demand, were undoubtedly responsible for earlier and more
rapid decline in the prices of agricultural products compared with the prices of
other groups of commodities {11, p. IS).

It may be added that such has been the experience with every
great inflation of modern times.
There can be no doubt that public and private policies adopted with
respect to loans to Europe had a direct bearing for a time upon the
status of that export market for our farm products after the war.
While Europe was borrowing freely from us she continued buying also.
When the flow of credit dried up, this foreign buying fell off. With the
change in our position from a debtor to a creditor nation, our situation
no longer meshed with the high tariff policy, which hindered Europe
from paying us in goods. Of course other influences helped to close
off the European market, notahly the rise of natioiuxlistic policies.
THE WAR AN ECONOMIC TURNING POINT

The loss of the European market for our wheat, pork, and cotton was
one of the post-war developments that hit our agriculture not only
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vitally but with far greater suddenness than most such shifts. The
alteration of the traditional financial and trade relationships between
this country and Europe, which in the normal course might have
spread itself over a span of two generations, precipitated by the war,
took place within half a dozen years.
Moreover, the same forces which stimulated our agriculture had
done the same in. Canada, as well as in Argentina, Australia, New
Zealand, and other Southern Hemisphere countries. Some of these
were possessed of newer soils than we and also cheaper labor, so that
to the depressing effect of our changed trade position was added the
sharpened competition of these other agricultural producers.
Just as the war marked a turning point in our agricultural development, so did it likewise in public policy affecting agriculture. The
end of the decade in 1919 closed the chapter, which had begun in the
late nineties, of rising prices, exparision, and the whole pre-war progress of agriculture in a world of comparatively free enterprise. Suddenly and under great stress, this country found itself compelled to
reorient its entire farm economy to fit the conditions of lost foreign
markets, falling prices, and contraction, all complicated by the
influences of an epochal change from horse to mechanical power, etc.
The world of abundance and of relatively free exchange had turned
into one of low buying power, with international trade balked by a
barricade of restrictions and political designs. Governmental policy
here, as well as in other surplus-producing countries, had to be more
or less completely redirected to meet the problems presented by a
highly developed agriculture that had been thus thrust back upon
itself.
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